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COMPREHENSIVE COURSES
FOR WHOLE EXPAT FAMILIES
We tailor to your needs the following: the type of the course (general, business,
diplomatic), number of lessons, time and place.
We provide professional. experienced teachers who will create a cozy and friendly
atmosphere to studying.

SURVIVAL WITH POLISH
Adaptation week with Polish and Polish culture!

Adaptation week with Polish and Polish culture! Your
employees have been relocated to Poland, and need some new
language abilities to adjust to the their new reality and feel
comfortable in their workplace?

Welcome to our school for a short course Survival with Polish.

Within a week we will teach the basic phrases and add
courage in the first attempt to speak in Polish. During this short
course will show the places you need to know in Krakow to
make your stay more comfortable and secure. We will visit the
most important monuments and take you to places where you
can discover Polish cuisine. We will provide contact with Polish
culture during additional thematic workshops.

REGULAR POLISH COURSES
lndvidual courses
for employee

Series of classes adapted to the preferences and abilities of the
student. Matched to work hours with the option of on-line
course (Webex, Skype).
The offer includes a set of meetings for employees. This is the
best way to learn, taking into account individual opportunities
and predispositions in the field of accommodating language
skills.

for your employees' partners

Allows active use of spare time especially in the morning and
afternoon hours. Incorporating interesting language classes
combined with the discovery of Krakow by practicing in the city
with real life situations.
Helps to overcome language barriers and reinforces learning by
natural methods. At the request of our students we can
combine language learning with their passion organize
workshops focused on their interests such as culinary, tailor or
florist's workshops.

for children ONLINE

Classes in this age range are first and foremost the exploration
of Polish in a million of fun ways which helps in dealing with
peers and the convenience of establishing new friendships. We
provide a lot of fun with singing, dancing, listening and drawing.
Our teachers help your child make their ,,baby steps" in Polish
and work with them to build on skills which they already have.
The teachers support your child to overcome language barriers
and create a positive atmosphere to facilitate learning.

Mini-group courses

Classes aimed at conducting conversations in Polish. In the
course plan - extension of vocabulary from everyday life as well
as business language (if necessary). Through group meetings,
the project supports employees integration and helps them nd
themseles not only in their new home, but also in their new
work environment.
Classess led interchangeably by two lecturers.

Choose preferable place of your study:

.T. your company premises,
4l the employee's home,

In our school ,,Dialog" at al. ptk. Wt Beliny-Prazmowskiego 27/3

We guarantee free of charge bonuses for our
students:
Q participation in thematic workshops and language tandems,
� consultation with teachers in our school,

!I renting books and movies.

We invite you to a meeting and discuss details.
We adjust the offer to your needs, offering attractive discounts for long term cooperation.
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Contact us:

In al. Wl. Beliny-Praimowskiego 27/3, Krakow
� +48 607 736 610
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